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For God so loved 
the world that he 
gave his one and 

only son, that 
whoever believes in 
him will not perish 

but have eternal life.
John 3:16

Constrained by Truth
THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN TRUTH, 

FREEDOM, AND JESUS

TRUTH IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN YOU THINK.
What does God have to do with me? Why 
should I care about which god is real and how 
could we know for sure? If someone’s happy 
believing what they believe, why not just let 
them believe their happy little lie?

Continued on Page 2

FREEDOM IS MORE COMPLEX THAN YOU THINK.
What is freedom? Is it the absence of 
restrictions? Is  it anarchy? Does strict 
discipline lead to freedom? Does the answer 
lie somewhere in between? Let’s ask a fish.

Continued on Page 3

JESUS IS MORE LIBERATING THAN YOU THINK
Was Jesus  a holy roller? If I start to follow 
Jesus, won’t I have to give up all the fun 
things? Doesn’t following Jesus just give you 
one endless guilt trip? Did his movement do 
nothing but create a bunch of moralistic 
religious fanatics?

Continued on Page 4

*Thanks to Tim Keller for the wording of  the three section headings 
of  this article.

They promise them 
freedom, while they 

themselves are slaves of 
depravity—for a man 
is a slave to whatever 

has mastered him.
(2 Peter 2:19)
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F R O M  T H E  W O N D E R I N G  M I N D 

O F  E R I K  T U R K E L S O N
Q U E S T I O N S ?  C O M M E N T S ? 
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Opinions about preferences is one thing, but those about reality is another thing entirely.

Freedom!
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I think most of us, even the relativists, 
understand the importance of truth over 
falsehood. Every one of us  has a concept of 
what is true and what isn’t, though it is 
often more complex when we try to find 
what is objective among so much that is 
subjective. Even when the truth depends on 
the situation, or the culture, or the 
individual it is important to know it. If we 
fail to recognize that a culture we’re visiting 
has a taboo which we perform in ignorance, 
a wrong, or at least an embarrassing 
mistake has taken place.  Therefore, it is 
important to understand what to do and not 
do in that particular culture. If subjective 
truths can be so important to our 
interactions with others, how much more 
important would knowing objective truth 
be?

The objective truth about God matters 
to you even if you are the proverbial 
ignorant tourist or not because the 
Creator’s standard naturally matters more 
than the creatures’.

THE HAPPY LIE
I was once asked a provocative 

rhetorical question. If only the questioner 
had cared more about his  own question 
perhaps he would be well on his way to joy 
in Jesus  Christ. The question went 
something l ike this : “Why should 
missionaries go around messing with other 
peoples’ happiness? If a tribe is happy 
worshipping a sculpted wooden pole or 
doing certain things, why should we stop 
them or tell them it’s wrong? Why can’t 
they just let them be happy as they are?”

I responded as best I could, not having 
a specific answer, but realizing there would 
be a problem if I followed that logic. “Good 
question. Let’s  see. Can we think of reasons 
why believing a lie that makes  you happy 
would be dangerous?”

I have since thought of several “happy 
lies” that would be disastrous to believe in.  
Here are just a few possibilites. If I believe 
that money will bring me happiness  because 
of all the things that I want to buy and 
adventures I could have, but I don’t listen to 
the friend who points  out all of the many 
wealthy people in the world 
who say and have said that 
“money can’t buy happi-
ness,” then I’m a fool who’ll 
l ikely follow the same 
footsteps of fools before me. 
If I truly learned that 
2+2=5 and I aspire to 
become a great architect, 
then that little lie in which I 
believe (in spite of yet 
unknown evidence to the contrary) will 
cause me great difficulties after I’ve tried to 
build a horribly lopsided building. If I 
believe that sex and romance will make me 
happy, but I become sick or somehow 
physically unable to be involved in such a 
way, what will become of my sanity if I 
continue to believe that only sex and 
romance will make me happy?

The last example is pertinent to what 
my  questioner and I were talking about. If 
I believe that a wooden pole can help me, at 
best I’m just setting myself up for 
disappointment and frustration. At worse, if 
it turns  out that not only can the pole not 
help me, but also there is a real god who 
can, but who’s  furious with me for thinking 
I could make a manipulatable god with my 
hands  (or a god to manipulate others in my 
tribe) out of such a silly thing as  a wooden 
pole rather than diligently seek truth, 
straining to discern who made the tree from 
which we made it in the first place, then I’m 
in real trouble. In that case, I’ve offended 
the one who reigns over eternity!

How many legs 
does a dog have

 if  you call
 the tail a leg? 
Four. Calling a 

tail a leg
 doesn't make it

 a leg.
 

Abraham Lincoln

Truth is more important than you think.

I think I can handle the truth.
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I get the idea from conversations and 
what comes  out of popular media that 
freedom to most Americans means the 
absence of authority or the right to do what 
you want when you want as long as it 
doesn’t break the law or hurt others. Some 
even go so far as  to say anarchy is freedom 
or that autonomy is freedom. But this  is 
assuming that any rule restricts freedom. 
Most people would agree that a city with no 
traffic rules would hardly give freedom to a 
driver, instead it would do the opposite. 
True freedom from gravity would leave us 
gasping for air in a vacuum.

WHAT DOES THE FISH SAY?
Let’s see what a fish would say to us 

about this. C.S. Lewis wrote that a fish has a 
great deal of freedom of movement as long 
as  it stays within the environment for which 
it was made. Chuck it out on the lawn and 
it won’t be quite so graceful and quick.

RULES CREATE FREEDOM
No doubt an objection springs to mind 

and red flags wave in many readers’  minds. 
“But rules restrict and even oppress 
freedom!” This  is  true. I’d say, though, that 

there is an important distinction between 
rules  that are oppressive and rules  that 
create freedom. As  in our examples of busy 
city traffic or the fish in its environment,  we 
can see that without the rules  or the 
boundaries of an environment the result 
isn’t very much like freedom. Of course a 
high traffic area needs lines on the road, 
signals at the intersections, and rules that 
permit movement and better traffic flow. Of 
course a fish can’t thrive or even survive for 
long when it’s taken out of  its pond.

Traditionally, laws and boundaries 
went hand and hand in mentions of true 
freedom, and it goes without saying that 
laws of nature constrain us in a very 
beneficial way as well.  We need to 
distinguish our chains from our limitations.

You, my brothers, 
were called to be 
free. But do not 

use your freedom 
to indulge the 
sinful nature; 

rather, serve one 
another in love. 
The entire law is 
summed up in a 
single command: 

“Love your 
neighbor as 
yourself.”
 

Galatians 5:13-14

The freedom of  fish out of  water Where’s the guy with the whistle?

Freedom is more complex 
than you think.

Hey, Mac.
Could you give me

a toss? 
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I used to think that religion was 
for old people, and that I’d look into 
it and get it all together once I was a 
retired grandfather with nothing else 
better to do. I’m not sure where I got 
that idea, but it wasn’t very coherent. 
I wish I could say that I’d figured that 
out on my own, and so I changed. 
Looking back on it,  the way I was 
yanked out of that foggy, apathy  
wasn’t by some self-enlightened state 
or smarts  or advice. More on that 
later. I  even began to wonder if the 
religion I’d been taught was just mine 
because it was my family’s  way and 
even if  there really was a God.

I also used to think that if I 
followed Jesus,  then I’d have to be a 
religious, bug-eating missionary in 
some remote locale fol lowing 
countless rules  of “unfun” conduct to 
the glory of self-humiliation, . . . but 
mostly, I was worried about all the 
unfun rules.  I’m glad God had the 
mercy to reveal his  grace to me so 
that I could see that worshiping and 
loving our infinite Creator is  as  far 
from a dry,  boring existence as can be 
imaginable. If anything, he has been 
faithful to his word to set me free 
from what was  really tying me down: 
my sin! I’d been so blinded by pride.

Why do we fight to justify and 
indulge in what enslaves us? Many 
popular sins are obvious, too.  Ever 
notice how we all know what’s 
shameful but like to cloud it up, turn 
it into a joke, ignore it,  or simply 
make up reasons why it’s  sometimes 
OK to think or act sinfully (“She 
dumped you? Come on. You need to 

get drunk tonight.”)? Sometimes, sin 
is as clear as our health problems! 

Take drunkenness for example. 
Our bodies make it quite clear that 
such behavior is  way out of the 
natural order of things  the next 
morning; however,  the party scene is 
still big business. How many doctors’ 
reports have to come out on the liver 
and brain damage of heavy drinking 
before we are concerned about the 
long term affects? 

How about illicit sex? No,  I 
wasn’t offering.  In high school we’re 
bombarded by warnings of unwanted 
pregnancies, STDs, and how-tos for 
prophylactics  in case we have our fun 
with too many partners “unsafely”. 
The health dangers alone ought to tip 
us off, but society clings to the 
necessity of following our base urges 
like animals as  if it were a divine 
right and searches for ways both 
philosophical and scientific in order 
to disrupt, delay, or otherwise take 
care of the consequences  of loose 
sexuality.

How about one more example? 
Eating too much. Sinful? Tradition-
ally, yeah. The sin of gluttony (often 
fo rgo t t en and o f f the radar 
completely amidst the wealth of 
western culture) is to food as greed is 
to money. And there again, the 
consequences speak for themselves. 
I’m not talking about overweight 
people. I  happen to have a high 
metabolism, so I can eat anything I 
like (as some say), but my metabolism 
won’t necessarily stop a heart attack 
or an ulcer from happening if I eat 

too much of the wrong stuff. I haven’t 
even begun to get into what 
addictions  of all sorts  can do to us 
psychologically. Sin enslaves, even as 
we claim freedom, and then kills us.

Before I  went all in for Jesus, I 
was misplacing my loyalties and my 
adoration on things that were hardly 
gods, and I was unknowingly (yet 
knowingly) reaping the consequences. 
Thankfully, through a reoccurring 
dream that left me wiping dry tears 
from my cheeks the next morning (in 
case I’d forgotten it),  God showed me 
the real error in my ways. I  wasn’t 
taking the knowledge I’d had of him 
seriously. And I thought if I was 
going to criticize religious people and 
say I  sought what was  true (I nearly 
became an Atheist) then I ought to 
get on with the seeking and a bit less 
with the self-seeking before criticizing.

What a breath of fresh air the 
gospel is  to a humble and contrite 
heart. After many months of seeking 
through worship and learning about 
what the Bible really says,  I could see 
the truth of it,  and all the objections 
to it were unreservedly collapsing. 
They continue to, so by the grace of 
God I have kept the faith, and it 
really does free me inexpressibly. 
God’s rule book isn’t oppressive or 
burdensome, but actually his  ways are 
great wisdom for living life to the full! 
After all,  the author and perfecter of 
all creation should know, right?

His  commands are frequently 
connected to freedom throughout the 
Bible. Like the traffic illustration, they 
are the lines on the streets and the 

Jesus is a lot more liberating than you think.
“IT IS FOR FREEDOM THAT CHRIST HAS SET US FREE.”
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signal lights at intersections which 
guide and protect us. They are a 
parental wisdom steering us  toward 
success and love. They are the water 
to the fish, giving us freedom of 
movement and expression otherwise 
prohibited by our selfish, destructive 
sins. Even love makes  for a great 
practical example, being the greatest 
ethic and clearly requiring mutual 
sacrifice and accepted restrictions  on 
individual freedoms in order to attain 
the higher freedom a love relationship 
offers. 

If it were not so,  then love should 
be avoided at all costs as we’d 
rightfully loathe to become the “love 
slave” of some deity which refuses to 
sacr ifice for h i s  par t o f the 
relationship. We know instinctively if 
we did avoid entanglements of love, 
we’d truly become hard-hearted, 
hateful, and irredeemable. 

Jesus, lovingly dying on the cross 
intentionally to reconcile us to him, 
solves  this dilemma of the dictator 
god. This isn’t weird, dreamed up 
philosophy, it’s history. Jesus, claiming 
to be God in the flesh, proclaiming 
freedom, forgiveness, and healing, 
and calling all to repentance for three 
years, got nailed up on a Roman 
cross because religious fanatics were 
more concerned about appearances 
than about the God they claimed to 
honor. They couldn’t stomach his 
message.  They couldn’t compete with 
it either. Jesus, referring to himself, 
quoted the book of Isaiah, “The 
Spirit of the Lord is on me, because 
he has anointed me to preach good 
news to the poor. He has sent me to 
proclaim freedom for the prisoners 
and recovery of sight for the blind, to 
release the oppressed, to proclaim the 
year of  the Lord's favor.”

The cross is  the ultimate union of 
contrasts. God’s just wrath meeting 
his merciful grace through a loving, 
forgiving god-servant who humbly 
gave his all for enemies (who even 
when they did what was righteous, 
those deeds looked like dirty, bloody 
rags to him).  And that is us. We’re just 
as  fallen,  just as shameless, just as 
unable to get it right on our own, and 
so just as in need of a savior from our 
fatal imperfections as those in 30-
something A.D. The resurrection is 
the ultimate seal of  proof.

Are you willing to admit you’re 
sick and need a soul doctor? Are you 
willing to look at the facts and rest in 
the capable arms of your Maker? Are 
you still reading and thinking this  is 
all just a bunch of mumbo jumbo? 
Prove it. Seek the truth of it, not just 
some good-sounding retort. Pray to 
Jesus now in sincerity, awake, and see. 

Love, the apex of  freedom’s constraints. 
MAY YOUR UNFAILING LOVE COME TO ME, O LORD. I WILL ALWAYS OBEY 

YOUR LAW, FOR EVER AND EVER. I WILL WALK ABOUT IN FREEDOM,            
FOR I HAVE SOUGHT OUT YOUR PRECEPTS. (PSALM 119:41,44,45)

Free as a space-bird? Only in that bulky suit! Who or what decided those restrictions? Merely the astronaut’s personal beliefs? “Liberty for all” requires standards.


